Steel Marking Labels and Tags


…Add a 3rd Dimension to Your Steel Inventory Management

 Barcoding for customer use or your own use.
 Thermal Transfer Printable or Hand Writable.

Advantages

 Non Permanent Product Marking.
 No Use of Dangerous Paints/Inks for marking or stencing.
 Shipping Manifest.
 Inventory Marking and Tracking.
 Legible and Readable Markings.
 “DROP” Identification.

www.apogeeindustries.com
daveh@apogeeindustries.com

Steel Marking Labels and Tags
... As Strong As Steel Yet Flexible As Paper
For over 20 years Apogee has provided Steel Manufacturing
and Steel Service Industries with specialty labels to mark all
types of steel products including sheets, plates, rolls, coils,
expanded metals and more. Whether you are a large mill, a
wholesaler, a service center, or a small steel processor we
have a product for you that is virtually indestructible and
will STICK to the most demanding steel surfaces or can be
tied to steel wire, cable, or mesh.

Eliminate the need to use large cranes and
forklifts to check and manage inventory!
Apogee’s steel marking labels improve inventory control and warehouse efficiencies by providing a 3 dimensional surface to mark
and barcode inventory. These have proven to be especially beneficial for steel plates and sheets where products are traditionally
marked on the surface then stacked on top of one another which hides the marking. Large cranes and forklifts are required to
removed each plate to reveal information such as ID, mill run, alloy type, etc.
These labels can be written on with Sharpies, pens, or just about any marker, and are designed for Thermal Transfer (ribbon required)
printers. They thermal print excellently for barcoding, inventory control, and work in process.
The real ingenuity on our steel marking labels are the proprietary formulas used in the tear-resistant film substrate and the
super-strong adhesive combined with a split-back, non-adhesive section which allows the label to hang off the side of plates and
sheets to create a 3rd dimension for improved inventory management.
Major steel mills across the United States have experienced improved inventory control by using these labels.
But, just as important are the customer relations benefits of delivering pre-labeled products which in turn help to improve customer
warehouse management.
Preprinted content (or blank)
Optional die cut hole
for use as a hang-tag

Shear Strength
Adhesive Strength
Label Removal

Split back liner which
separates adhesive
from non-adhesive sides

Durability
Hang Tab
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Thermal transfer stock
for barcode printing

Roll Core ID
Case Quantity
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SUPER KV LABEL

SUPER KP LABEL

Excellent Sheer Strength.
Almost impossible to tear.
Super Aggressive Adhesive.
Adheres to the toughest surfaces.
Tough to remove once applied!
It’s PERMANENT!
Fair to Good Outdoor Durability.
Unique hang tab with special “no
adhesive” feature. Great for marking
plates of steel.
Standard 4x6 labels. Custom
sizes and shapes on demand.
500/roll
White, yellow, orange, grey, pink,
red. Custom colors on demand.
Blank or printed with graphics, logos,
pre-printed content on demand.

Fair to Good Sheer Strength.

Removes cleanly & neatly from
most surfaces.
Excellent Outdoor Durability!
Unique hang tab with special “no
adhesive” feature. Great for marking
plates of steel.
Standard 4x6 labels. Custom
sizes and shapes on demand.
500/roll
White, yellow, orange, grey, pink,
red. Custom colors on demand.
Blank or printed with graphics, logos,
pre-printed content on demand.

3” cores for ready-use in barcode
(thermal) printers.

3” cores for ready-use in barcode
(thermal) printers.

4 rolls per case. Partial cases
available.

4 rolls per case. Partial cases
available.

Aggressive Adhesive.

